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Faculty senate ups
··honolS stipulations
by Sandra Pedicini
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

mean the titles will be more of an honor for the students receiving those titles.
At the meeting, he told the senate
that honors were handed out too freely.
"[UCFJ needed a quick fix immediately to take care of some of the large
numbers of honor students," he said. ·
Dr. Seth Elsheimer, who researched
the issue, said more than one out of
seven students were receiving honors.
He said with the proposed system, the
figure would be one out oflO.
While a couple of senators objected
to the 3.2 GPA restriction, arguing that
such a limit might lower the numbers
of honor students in challenging curriculums such as engmeering, most wanted to see a tougher requirement.
"S~meone with less than a 3.2 GPA,
we don't want them graduating .with
honors," Elsheimer told his fellow senators.
"In order for honors to mean something, it has to be fairly exclusive," he
said after the meeting.
The issue will now go to Provost Richard Astro, who will discuss the issue
with President Steven Altman.
Astr9 will be required to decide
whether or not to accept the senate's
vote two months from the meeting.
He said he still has to research the
subject, but if passed, it probably would
go into effect in the '91-92 school year.

· Fewer UCF graduates will .walk
down the aisles to get their diplomas as
proud honors students.
The UCF ·.faculty senate voted to
support toughening GPA and class-percentile requirements for graduating honors
students.
Previously, students in the top 15
percent with a 3.0 GPA were eligible to
have honors bestowed upon them. Now,
they must be in the top 10 percent and
have a GPA no lower than 3.2.
Fornier rules required that students
Charles Morrow/ICENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
be in the top 5 percent of their class to
graduate magna cum laude, the top 10
ADD/DROP WOES
percent for summ·a cum laude and the
Hector Quinoes, 20, a pre-med major, points out what classes he wants at add/ _
top 15 percent for cum laude.
drop. "I need 12 credits to get my Pell Grant and I have 3," he said Wednesday.
The senate wants to see those nun.ibers switched to the top 2.5, 5 and 10
percents, respectively.
Several f ~culty members had ex_:
pressed concern in the beginning of the
year that.honors were given to too many
students, and the faculty senate Steering Committee had sent the issue to
~ the Administration and Standards
Brown
also
pointed
out
the
imporCommittee to study.
·
by Chris Marlin
tance
of
UCFs
location
in
specializing
He
said
reducing
the
number
of
stuCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
dents graduating cum laude, summa
in "show-business" law.
In a Dec. 6 memo to the UCF com'There's a real future in Central cum laude or magna cum laude will
munity, UCF President Steven Altman Florida in [intellectual property], which
proposed an official bid.to establish the involves patents and copyrights, and
,. state's third law school at UCF.
could be incorporated into the showIn the memo, Altman said reasons business industry here," Brown said.
for his proposal stem from Central ''Intellectual Property Bars are now only
Florida's lack of a law school, as well as in New York City and Los Angeles."
• the region's 50-percent lag behind the
Michael McMahon, president of the
national average in number oflawyers Orange County Bar Association, agreed
per capita.
·
that UCFs strengths could launch a
.•
Conceding that the law school issue law school to the forefront of areas
will be a controversial topic, Altman said . where legal principles are still being
in order for the school to be considered established.
among the best, it would have to be "a
''UCF has the opportunity to take on
t' high-quality, full-time law school, co- a creative approach in establishing a
herently lin)red to other UCF program strong, .distinctive law school, which is
strengths and interests."
something Dr. Altman has discussed
Specializations for the law school and emphasized, and could make a UCF
curriculum mentioned in the memo law school very special," McMahon said.
were in environmental law, space and
"New areas of law are very much
aviation law, entertainment law and into the hard sciences," he said.
~
intellectual property law.
Since UCF prides itself on maintainJim Ferguson/ICENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURt
Dr.. Ashmun Brown, UCFs general · ing strong programs in these areas, it WHAT'S A RUGG ER?
counsel, said a UCF school would be may be able to attract law students who
able to exploit the "nuts and bolts" of will become more prominent and sup- Members of the UCF Rugby Club, Nate Spears, Frank Daidone, Richard Gerann
' computer and modem technology use
· and Joe Carter (I to r) recruit students for the team Wednesday near the cafeteria.
see LAW SCHOOL page 3
in the study oflaw.

Altman proposes bid
for law school at UCF

UCF students state their opinions on crisis in Persian GUif
by Nick Conte
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

'

•

When readers pick up the
campus newspaper, they may
expect to read articles based on
the writers' opinions about certain topics.
Today, I am going to "sit on
the fence" and let my fellow
students do the talking:
Q: "How do you feel about
the current situation in Kuwait?"

A: Mike Swinford, 21, a jun-

ior majoring in liberal studies:
"We started out to be the
good guys by helping Kuwait,
but now President Bush has
gotten himself into a situation
where he's not only trying to
defend Kuwait but also keep
our economic resources safe.
"I think he [Bush] is just
ready to shoot at somebody. He
was more than happy to go
charging into Panama. I think
you've got high-ranking military officials tired of getting
their budgets cut, so I think it
it's just a matter of bad policy.

"If you get drafted, you get_ · A: Debbie Castagnola, a sedrafted. I certainly .wouldn't nior majoring in liberal studenjoy it, but I wo~ldn't -run ies:
away either."
"I think it's necessary that
we be over there. A lot of people
think it's just about oil, but I
don't.
"I feel Kuwait has been
raped, that's a good word to µse
for it, especially after the descriptions I've heard on the
news about all the Kuwaiti
homes being ransacked."
A: Sherry Tucker, 25, a senior majoring in psychology:
"Nobody hopes.for a war, but

if it's going to happen, I hope that
it's settled quickly without too .
much loss of life. I don't think
I've learned enough about our
reasons for being in Kuwait,
but I believe we can't allow
other countries to do what they
want with other countries' interests. I just hate the idea of
young men having to die for it."
A: David Overstreet, ajunior
majoring in elementary education:
"I think this is an opportusee INTERVIEW page 5
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. Get INVOLVED with 5Prini!
5Portini! Events

•

m

Intramural Basketball and Soccer
Mtlvkyaod~~
Sii!n uP seParatelv for both these events now
throuah January 22nd
· Basketball Season: January 21-March 8
Soccer Season: January 2·1-Februa·rY 28
_ -· Overhand FastPitch Softball Leaeue
Deadline for entry form is Wednesday. J~nuarY 16th
Leai!ue runs from Januani 21 to February 22
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THURSDAY
JANUARY17
Die Hard II:
DieHarder

SATURDAY
JANUARY19
Land Before Time

•

r
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Spin lVIen
&
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HEART ATTACK DINER
•
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UCF to get new fraternity

•

Phi Gamma Delta, known as Fiji, will fqrm 126th chapter on campus
Eighteen national fraternity organizations requested to be colonized on the UCF campus, according to Greg Mason, coordinator of Greek Affairs.
UCF is getting a new fraternity _:_ Phi Gam"UCF is unique because it is such·a growing
school," Mason said.
ma Delta
Fiji, as the fraternity is called, will debut on
An expansion committee, which Mason adcampus ·Feb. 1-10 to set up a table for Greek vises, requested and paid for two of the 18 narushees. Two members of the Phi Gamma Del- tional fraternities to make presentations. The
ta International Fraternity, Barry Bell and Jeff committee chose to colonize Fiji this year. The
fraternity Delta Upsilon will colonize next year.
Garrett, will help coordinate the efforts.
''What we're looking for in our rushees are
When choosing a fraternity, the committee
gentlemen with leadership skills who are striv- considers the strength of a fraternity's alumni.
"It is very important to have strong alumni in
ing for excellence," said Bob Baney, director of
services for Phi Gamma Delta International the area because they offer support to the chap-Fraternity. 'We're emphasi.Zmg close friendships ter and the education program," Mason said.
and community service."
·
"Because UCF is a transfer school, there are
Nationally, Fiji has 125 chapters. A chapter alumni from many different schools and many
is a full-fledged fraternity. Fiji (as with any different fraternities in the area.'Jnew fraternity or sorority) will be a colony first
Fiji was founded at Jefferson College (now
before it can become a full-fledged fraternity.
Washjngton and Jefferson University) in 1848
According to Baney, a new fraternity usually in Pennsylvania.
stays in the colony status for about 18 months.
It was the first fraternity to use a memberThe group then petitions for full-chapter status tutoring program. Its headquarters are in Lexand must get voted on by the fraternity members ington, Ky.
to achieve .c hapter status.
Some notable alumni are E.B. White (author
"A colony operates just .like a chapter and of Charlot~e's Webb), Calvin Coolidge, ·Johnny
has essentially the same status," Baney said. Carson, John Ritter, Jack Nicklaus, Bob Mathi"A colony stage is nee~ed to certify that the as, Norman Vincent Peale, Roger Renske and
Alph Landen. .
fraternity has a stable organization."
by Heidi Steiner
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aviation fields where [UCFJ has
a legitimate strength," KoivuFROM PAGE 1
maki said:
In his memo, Altman said it .
portive in alumni status than is important law school alumthe average single degree- ni have a positive influence on
seeking law student, according UCF.
"Law school graduates beto Victor Koivumaki, director
of the Alumni Association of come a special type of alumni
whose public policy leadership
Harvard Law School.
'
"On a whole, 20 percent of can positively influence the
our l~w alumni are dual-degree universities standing ·in the
holders, and make up the more state," Altman said.
Orange County Public Deprominent and most supportive
contributors to our program," fender Barry Hepner, who
teaches a legal research course
Koivumaki said.
"If there is a natural tie-in at UCF and is a UCF alumfor UCF undergraduates and nus, also emphasized ·the imgraduates to obtain a special- pact law graduates could have
ized degree as well as a law on UCF.
''There is one UCF alumn in
degree there, then [UCFJ will
benefit from that base of sup- the Florida Legislature now.
port, too.
·
Since most legislators are law"For instance, Harvard is . yers, putting a law school at
strong in intellectual property UCF would most likely give the
rights and environmental law, school a political boost it could
but we are weak in space and use," Hepner said.

.LAW SCHOOL

State law schools .currently
exist at the University of Flor- ·
ida and Florida State University, while privately sponsored
law schools are stationed at
Stetson, Nova University, St.
Thomas University (Miami)
and the University of Miami.
According to Mike Heekin,
associate dean of FSU's law
school, the entire state could
use more state law school
alumni, if only to provide equal
numbers of state graduates.
Heekin said that of Florida's
new lawyers, only 50 percent
have attended ·one of the six
Florida law schools. Of that 50
percent, only 19 percent graduated from UF or FSU.
"Those figures certainly
present an argument. The state
is growing - we must either
expand present schools or add
a new one," Heekin said.
When UCF ·alumnus Tico
Perez heard those figures, he

FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHTS
Michelle Bruiens, a 19-year-old communicative disorders major,
joins a Saturday night Persian Gulf protest in Orla_
ndo.

seemed not at all surprised.
''When I was in law school at Georgetown [New York]',
New York City was the place
to go. Now, all those people who
.didn't think I was doing the
right thing in coming to Florida are calling me to try and get
interviews here," Perez said.
. Of all the cases in support of
a law school at .UCF, there isone argument that impedes
them all - a lack of funds.
At the Nov. 26 meeting of
the President's Advisory Council, Altman expressed extreme
concern for obtaining tlie near-

ly $11 million dollars -for the
construction and library furnishings a law school would incur.
Altman said a willingness of
the legal community of Orlando
would have to exist before a
project of tl).is type could be
undertaken.
Once a law school is built,
Heekin estimates yearly operating costs to be about $5.5
million of state money.
Altman made the bid to the
Board of Regents at the final
State University System Master
Plan hearing Dec. 12 in Orlando.
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• FINANCIAL AID HELP
The Financial Aid office will
conduct the following workshops on completing financial
aid applications for the 91-'92
school year:
• 4 p.m., Jan. 15, ED 340.
• 1 p.m., Jan. 17, PH 115.
• 4 p.m., Jan. 17, ED 340.
• 9 a.m., Jan. 18, ED 125.
•noon, Jan.18, ED 340.
• 4 p.m., Jan. 22, ED 340.
• 1 p.m., Jan. 24, PH 115.
• 4 p.m., Jan. 24, ED 340.
• 9 a.m.,.Jan. 25, ED 125.
•noon, Jan. 25, ED 340.
In addition, those wishing to
schedule a workshop for their
individual department, group
or organization should contact
the financial aid office to make
arrangements.
• CAB PRESENTS...
Don't miss the first Tuesday
Night Live comedy event of the
semester, sponsored by the
Campus Activities Board. Tonight's show features an encore
performance by Anthony Clark,
one of the freshest young comedians on the college comedy
circuit. Clark will perform at 9
p.m. Tuesday in the Student
Center Auditorium. Must have
student ID to attend.
. ..

.

)- -

Also, don't miss the music of
Robin Greenstein, a multitalented singer and songwriter
from New York City, whose
music merges folk, pop, rock,
blues and jazz influences. He
will perform from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m·. Wednesday on the Green.
• TO BE OR NOT TO BE
J o:in leading members of the
commUnicy for this one-of-a-series public discussion based on
the Orlando Shakespeare Festival's upcoming presentations
of Macbeth and Twelfth Night.
The 8 p.m. Jan. 17 discussion,
called ''The Consequences of
Our Actions," will take a look
at how decisions may be shaped
by unconscious influences.
The discussion is sponsored
by UCF and The Orlando
Shakespeare Festival and will
be held at The Orlando Sentinel Conference Center, 633. N.
Orange Ave.
·
•SLIDE SHOW
UCF's Community Arts
Program, the College of Arts
and Sciences, the College of
Engineering and Orange
County Public Schools will
present a slide-illustrated talk
by Richard Haas, an architec-

tural illusionist, from 3:30-4:30
p.m. Jan. 18. The show will be
in Room 107, CEJ3A II (the
Bamett Bank Auditorium).
• PREVENT ABUSE
Would you like to help prevent child abuse? Orientation
and training sessions for volunteers interested in preventing child abuse will be at 7 p.m.
Jan. 16and10 a.m. Jan.17.
Volunteers will offer moral
support and .listen to new
mothers under age 25 in Seminole County. Please plan to attend at The Sunshine Connection, 3105 Rudder Circle, E.
Sanford (near the airport), or call
· 321-3131 for more information.
• PMS SUPPORT GROUP
The Winter Park Memorial
Hospital Women's Health Network will feature Kathleen
Curtin, a mental health counselor with the Peggy and Philip
B. Crosby Wellness Center, at
the Jan. 16 meeting of the PMS
support group. Curtin will discuss how to handle stress.
The meeting starts at 7 p.m.
at the Park Care Women's
Health Center in Winter
Springs. For information or to
register, call 646-7517.

• CARE AND SHARE
• Satisfy state and federal tax
The Care and Share support requirements.
group offers information and sup• Distinguish between differp6rt to cancer patients and their ent types.ofbusiness insurance.
families. Meetings are held from
• Identify and understand both
12:30-1:30 p.m. every Tuesday in debt and equity financing.
the Adjunctive Therapy Room at
The next seminar will be from
Florida Hospital, 601 E. Rollins · 5:30-8:30 p.m. at the Winter Park
St, Orlando.
Public Library. It will last two days:
Counselor Rosalie Londeree Jan. 15 and Jan. 17. Registration
and Chaplain Ron Vaughn is 15 minutes before the seminar.
serve as group facilitators.
The cost is $20 at the door. For
. The Care and Share support more information, call ext. 2796.
group is a free community service of t~e Florida Hospital •DONATE YOUR TIME
Cancer Center. Free parking is
The Volunteer Center of
available in the hospital's Central Florida has several
parking garage on Orange Av- volunteer opportunities:
enue and King Street.
• Crystal Lake Supportive EnFor further details, call the vironment needs volunteers age
Cancer Center at 897-1600.
20 and older to assist mentally
challenged residents with recre• BE YOUR OWN BOSS
ational activities. It also needs
The Small Business. Develop- computer and general help.
ment Center is sponsoring a semi• Florida Coalition Against
nar called ''How to Start Your Domestic Violence needs volunCentral Florida Business." The teers to help with filing, answerseminar is designed to teach the ing phones, organizing bulk mailnew entrepreneur how to:
ings and fund raising. ·
• Develop a business plan.
• MADD needs volunteers to
• Select a legal form of busi- work information booths-, assist
ness.
with court monitoring, help write
• Obtain required licenses and a newsletter or organize mailings.
permits.
To volunteer for any of these or
•Structure basic record-keep- other organizetions, call the Voling systems.
unteer Center at 896-0945.
·:
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Jan.9,1991
If armed men invaded a home in
this country, killed those in their way,
stole what they wanted . and then
announced the house was now theirs
-no one would hesitate about what
must be done.
And that is why we cannot hesitate
about what must be done halfway
around the world: in Kuwait.
There is much in th.e modem world
that is subject to doubts or questions washed in shades·of gray. But not the
brutal aggression of Saddam Hussein
against a peaceful, sovereign nation
and its people. It's black and white. The
facts are clear. The choice unambiguous.
Right vs.wrong.
The terror Saddam, Hussein has
imposed upon Kuwait violates every
principle of human decency. Listen to
what Amnesty International has
documented. "Widespread abuses of
human rights have been perpetrated
by Iraqi forces ... arbitrary arrest and
detention without trial of thousands ...
widespread torture ... imposition ofthe
death penalty and the extrajudicial
execution of hundreds of unarmed
civilians, including children."
Including children. There's no horror
that could make this a more obvious
conflict of good vs. evil. The man who
used chemical warfare on his own people
-once again incJudingchildren-now
oversees public hangings of dissenters.
And daily his troops commit atrocities
against Kuwaiti citizens.
This brutality has reverberated
throughout the world. If we do not
follow the dictates of our inner moral
compass and stand up for human life,
then his lawlessness will threaten the
peace and democracy of_the emerging
New World Order we now see: this long
dreamed-of vision we've all worked
toward for so lqng.
.
A year after the joyous dawn of

freedom's light in Eastern Europe, a
dark evil has descended in another part
of the world. But we have the chance and we have the obligation - to stop
ruthless aggression.
I have been in war. I have known the
terror of combat. And I tell you this
with all my heart: I don't want there to
be war ever again. I am determined to
do everything possible in the search for
a peaceful resolution to this crisis but only if the peace is genuine, if it
rests on principle, not appeasement.
Butwhilewesearchforthatanswer,in
the Gulf young men and women are
putting their lives on hold in order to
stand for peace in our world and for the
essential value of human life itself. Many
are younger than my own childrep.. Your
age, most of them. Doing tough duty for
something they believe in.
Let me tell you about one of the
soldiers overthere, S.F.C. Teny Hatfield,
a young man from Georgia He sent me a
Christmas card.And this is what he wrote.
"Mr. President, I just wanted you to
know my soldiers and I are ready to do
whatever mission you decide. Freedom as
we know and enjoy has been taken away
fromanothercountryandmustberestored.
Although we are separated from family,
friends, loved ones, we will do what must
be done ... We stand ready and waiting.
God Bless you and the USA"
Terry understands the moral
obligation that has compelled our
extraordinary multinational coalition
to make this stand in the Gulf. To look
this international terrorist in the ey~
and say: no concessions. To proclaim
for now and for the future: no
compromises. To bear witness by our
presence to the fact that aggression will
not be rewarded.
Terry waits thousands of miles from
the White House, yet we share the same

Charles Morrow/CEN I RAL FLORIDA rUl UR~

SIGN ON lHE DOTTED LINE
Ann Adams Cooper, a liberal studies major, signs a petition on campus to bring
home the Operation Desert Shield troops. She has a son on alert.
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see BUSH page 5
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Bush asks fo' Gulf support
in letter to college students
.

.

by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

President Bush on Wednesday asked college newspapers to publish a letter asking
college ~tudents to support the
use of force against Iraq.
In his letter, Bush called
Iraq's Aug. 2 invasion of
Kuwait "brutal aggression ...
against a peaceful, sovereign
nation and its people."
Bush said although he does
not want war, rewarding
aggression would destroy the
United Nations' role as
international peacekeeper.
A source in the White House
press office said Friday similar
letters were sent to business
and senior citizens groups.
He said the White House
chose this method to reach the
maximum number of college
students possible.
Despite rumors, the letter
did not address activating the
draft. Congress would have to
pass legislation authorizing

such a step.
.
He said at that point, the
White House had sent 470
letters to college newspapers,
and they were still being sent.
However, of the Florida
college newspapers checked,
three - the Independent
Florida
Alligator
in
Gainesville, the Oracle at the
University of South Florida
and The Central Florida
Future - had received a copy
of the letter.
Debby Cenzipe'.r, Alligator
news editor, said her paper
ran the letter on the front page
-Friday without comment.
She said in its editorial, the
Alligator pointed out the letter
and linked it to a Saturday night
peace rally in Gainesville.
"We're going to run the letter
Monday," said Billy Lee
Newland, managing editor of
the Oracle.
He said he also honed to run
a response from Sen. Bob
Graham, D-Fla.
Newland said his paper

.

received the letter by facsimile
Friday afternoon.
"I think this Detter] is a
justification for military force,"
Newland said.
Wes Platt, Oracle editor in
chief, said his paper was
planning a section on the
Middle East crisis in Monday's
issue.
Platt said a peace rally was
planned in Tampa over the
weekend.
Ron Matus, editor of the
Florida
Flambeau
in
Tallahassee, said Saturday he
had not received a copy of the
letter, although he intended to
try Sunday.
He said a peace rally was
also planned in Tallahassee
and that 500 to 1,000 people
were expected to attend.
Matus said his paper would
run related stories on economic
consequences, women in the
military and mail to Congress.
Rollins College and the
University of Miami h~ve not
started spring term yet.
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Have a Great Semester...
Thank You for Your Support!
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IF NURSING IS IN
YOUR RJ11.JRE, JOIN
AIR FORCE
ROTC TODAY.
Today's world needs qualified nurses. You can begin an
outstanding career now by joining
Air Force ROTC.
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Student on call to Mideast

•

He said although he has been
''They're holding our coat for
activated,
"For
the
most
part,
us,"
he said.
• STAFF REPORTER
Deutsch also said the United
they[theOrlandoNavalReserve
UCF student Mark Deutsch Center] haven't given us any States intervenes too much.
is one ofmany military reservists training as far as mobilization
''They've been fighting over
across
the
nation
placed
on
24concerned."
is
there
for 4,000 years," he said .
•
hour call-up status for the
Deutsch said like many "Couldn't the United States get
Persian Gulf crisis.
reservists, he joined the reserves a clue from that?"
Deutsch, a senior majoring to help_pay for his educ~tion.
However, he said there is a
• in liberal studies, is a four-year
However, he also criticized higher col).centration of U.S.
member of the Naval Reserve. similar reservists who seek troops in the Persian Gulfregion
He specialized in visual conscientious objector status to than there was in Vietnam.
communication
- semaphore avoid Persian Gulf duty.
"I think Bush did approach it
• and flashing lights
"If you're a conscientious right," he said.
- and
objector, you would never join in
Deutsch, president of Alpha
intelligence.
Tau Omegafraterpity, said two of
He has been on call-up since the first place,'' he said.
• Wednesday.
Deutsch said · his parents his fraternity brothers - John
"They [Navy officials] told me wanted him to take that route CampbellandHuey Lee-already
to freeze my plans for the next and even offered to help bim have been sent to the area
move to Canada, where he has
Deutsch said he thin ks the
months to a year," he said.
• sixDeutsch,
United States will go to war
21, said if he is _ relatives.
''They didn't want me to join," with Iraq. •
activated, he will not become
"Absolutely. Definitely. I
part of Operation Desert Shield he said.
"It scared my parents a lot think it's inevitable," he said.
• immediately.
"I'd go down .to Panama and more than it scared me,"he said. "Hussein wouldn't embarrass
Deutsch said be thought oil himself by pulling out."
fill in a desk job for someone
He also said neither President
• . who does go [to the Persian was the primary reason for U.S.
intervention in the Middle East, Bush nor Congress would do ·
Gulf]," he said. However, he said he could be and srud the other countries . anything unless Iraq makes the
participating in the operation first move.
rotated in to the area.
Congress passed resolutions
"The chance of me going is should carry their share of the
•
Saturday authorizing the use of
burden.
great," Deutsch said.
---;'------~---------------~ military force against Iraq.
He also said such a war would
•
have
dire r.e sults for Iraq.
The
''It'sbeenpointedouttomethat
"OLDEST and . MOST PRESTIGIOUS ~
if Hussein does. use chemical
Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
BUSINESS FRA'I'EI\NITY"
weapons, we're going to go in With POINT TO THE GULF
nuclear weapons," Deutsch said.
is NOW nt U.C.F.
Student Lance Turner climbs a tree at Church Street to direct the
crowd at the Saturday night protest at City Hall.
by Tom Kopacz
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FROM PAGE4

"As far as the U.S. foreign
policy, and the president, I
FROM PAGE 1
support the president. As an
Army ROTC officer, I swore to
nity for the world to stand to- protect and defend the Cimstigether for the common good of tution. At the same time, I have
another country. If it works feelings as a person that I do
throUgh this crisis, then maybe not want to see people die.
other hostile situations can be
''There's a quote I like to regotiatedpeacefu.llyin the future." · member that says, 'No one
hates war more than the .men
A: Chris Waas, a junior ma- that have to fight them.'
joring in psychology: .
"I certainly don't want war,
"I don't really like to think and I pray it can be avoided.
about it that much because I feel But I don't appreciate those
helpless in the whole situation.
people wlio berate and spit on
"I think people go to war · American soldiers for doing
when they're angry with each what they believe iri.
other, but what happens after
"I can appreciate what these
the war's over?
people are saying, and I will
''People get killed, but there's defend their right to say it, but
still anger on both sides. I don't I hope they remember that
see how it [war] resolves any- we're only doing what we feel is
thing."
right, too.
.
"With every day, we get
A: Zeke Zucaro, a senior ma- -· closer to the Jan. 15 deadline,
joring in journalism and mi- yet our lives have ·changed so
noring in military science: ·
very little."

INTERVIEW

thoughts. We desperately want
peace. Butweknowthat toreward
aggression would . be to end the
promise of our New World Order.
To reward aggression would be to
destroyfue UnitedNations'promise
as international pe~keeper. To
•
reward aggression would be to
condonetheactsofthosewhowould
desecrate the promise of life itself.·
And we will do none 0£ this.
There are times in life when we
confront values worthfightingfor.
BROTHERHOOD ,
This is one such,time.
LEADEHSHIP
•
Each day that passes means
UNITY·
another day for Iraq's forces to
EDUCATION
digdeeperintotheirstolenland.
COME AND SEE US INSIDE CEBA II
Another day Saddam Hussein
•
can work toward building his
ON JANUARY 7-18
nuclear arsenal and perfecting
. hischemicalandbiologicalweapoils
capability.Anotherdaypfatrocities
for Amnesty International to
JANUARY 18th AT THE HEATHER '1·1 document. Another day - of
international outlaws, instead of
._L---~~EN CLUBHOUS~ AT ,7pm~
international law.
·
I ask you to. think about the .-------------------~--
economic devastation that
. ..
•
Saddam
Hussein would
TOTAL
continue to wreak on the world's
CAR CARE
emerging democraciesifbe were
in control of one-fifth of the
oil supply. And to reflect
I
• world's
~4}
on the j;errible threat that a
• Saddam Hussein armed with
•I
ffi
ffi
• weapons of mass destruction
•
: . already poses to human life and
• to the future of all nations .
Together, asanAmericaunited
againstthesehorrors, we can, with
Send them a subscription to The Central Florida Future
• our coalition partners, assure that
and let them know what's happening. Just drop a note
6400
UNIVERSITY
BVLD.
•
2981 ALAFAYA TR
this aggression is stopped and the
with their address along with $1 7 at our business office,
WINTER PK, FL 32792
OVIEDO, FL 32765
• principles on which this nation
~·.
Room 107 in the Arts Complex, or mail it to:
677-7190
365-3085
and
the
rest
of
the
civilized
world
•
P.O. Box 25000
•
are founded are preserved.
University
of Central Florida
·•
And so let us remember Terry
Orlando,Fl.32816
• Hatfield, all our fine servicemen
and women, as they stand ready
In return, they'li get a full year of UCFs only
on the frontier offreedom, willing
student paper,
.
to do their duty and do it well.
The
Central
Florida
Future.
•
$69.95 PER AXEL
• Theydeserveourcompletesupport
$14.95WITH
• - and lasting gratitude.
$79.95 METALLIC
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GIVE MOM AND
DAD lHE ·NEWS
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The
Flip
Side of
--.......Reality

uring · the week, Nancy Pack
works at Enterprise 1701. On
the weekends, she enjoys stalking . people in the woods and
·shooting them.

••r

"It is a great feeling," says
Pack, 24, with a smile.
"The excitement of hunting
down people, having the element of suprtse working with you, and
then the thrtll of pulling the trigger.
There really is nothing like it." ·
Pack has joined the growing num- .
her of participants in a relatively new
hobby: the game of paintball.
The game was started by accident
about 10 years ago. The Nelson Forrestry Company manufactured carbon
dioxide-powered guns that shot
paintballs filled with an enamel-based
paint to mark trees and cattle.
A couple of loggers who were
marking trees one day got the notion
to play war with the guns, and. the
rest is .history.
.
"I got involved with the game about
two years ago," Pack says, pulling her
long brown hair. "A friend of mine was
really into playing, and he convinced
me to try it. I was scared at first, but
after ·playing it a few times, I realized
that those participating were out there
to have fun, not to hurt pe9ple."
The games. can be played in any
wooded area. Most players choose to
play at designated sites. There is a
fee, usually about $6 or $8. The fees
go toward the insurance the landowner
must pay for 1:iability protection.
"We usually play\on privately owned
land on the outskirts of Apopka because it's the closest site for most of
us," says Pack. "We all need to sign a
waiver before we play, and the only
real requirement is that everyone wear
some sort of eye protection."
The game doesn't req~ an elabo,..
rate arena for play, but the equipment
for paintball can get expensive.
"You can get the basics for about
$100," Pack says. "'This includes a gun
(usually a pistol), goggles and a supply of paintballs. You can... spend
anywhere betweeµ $500 to $600.
There are more elaborate guns, rifles,
pistols, semi-automatics and full automatics. The~ is also a vartety of
protection: breast plates, masks with

throat protectors and body armor. I've
even seen some people out there With
flak jackets."
Paintball is a structured game, one
with rules and regulations. But also,
it is one that involves the use of firearms.
"Granted, the guns are just C02powered, but the paintballs hurt when
you get sb.ot," Pack says. ~It feels like
getting hit with a racquetball, and it
will leave a welt.
"The only thing that really bothers
me about the game is people who don't
know what they're doing with the guns.
I've·seen a couple of accidents, mainly
beginners who think that the gun is a
toy. The game is exciting, fun and
different. but people need to realize
that we are using guns that can really
hurt someone!"
The maximum firing velocity of the
guns that ~s allowed is nine foot
pounds of energy, which means the
paintball would travel at 300 feet per
second. ·
Before the games, the guns are
checked with a Ghronograph to make
sure the firing power meets regulations. Once all guns have passed inspection, everyone has signed a waiver
and everyone is wearing eye protection, the matches are ready to begin.
"The standard game we play is
capture the flag, although there are
many variants of it," says Pack"
Each team groups at its designated
flag. When the airhorn blasts to signal
the start of the game, each team tries
to steal its opponent's flag and bnng it
back to the team's base without being
shot.
Once players are hit. they are eliminated from that particular match and
must leave the playing area. Once a
team's flag is captured and returned,
the game is over and everybody must
regroup at the starting point to get
ready for the next match.
"The games last on the average for
a halfhour, and we'll play usually three
to five games," says Pack. "After that,
you're pretty worn out. Especially if

Charles Morrow

Nancy Pack, from creative writing to creative killing.
you're given the flag to run back to
your station. It has its glory moments,
but if you're out of shape like I am, it
can be rough."
Everyoqe who meets the age
requirement can play , but
not many women
play, Pack
says.
"I

about
three· women out
there besides myself," says Pack.
"The men don't
seem to mind, as long
as you are a worthy
player. There is no
discrimination when
it comes to shooting a man or a worn~· If the person is the enemy and you
have the chance to take them out of
the game,
SPECIAL TO THE CENTRAl FLORIDA FUTUREyou will."
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Book 'Their eyes' well worth your eyes' time

•

•
•
•

•

mother, upon her death,
rushes her at 16 to marry Logan Hillicks, a farmer with 60
acres of land. Well, Janie's
grand.mother does pass away,
but the quality of life with Logan and his 60 acres is questionable.
Janie was his field hand
and workhorse. He treated her
accordingly. He never raised
a hand to her but he never
gave any other kind of special
attention either.
anie Crawford is-everything
While dreaming under a
a black woman in 1937 ought · tree one day, Janie meets a
not to be. She is the self-ml- sweet-talking, finely dressed
ing, articulate, fair-skinned dreamer_named Joe Starks.
and passionate heroine of He promised her the whole
Zora Neale Hurston's most world wrapped up in ribbons,
highly praised novel, 'Their if she wanted it.
Eyes Were Watching God."
Janie goes awaywithJody,
"Their Eyes" begins with after some discussion with
Janie's return from the sugar- Logan, without bothering to
cane fields of South Florida. divorce him. They went away
Her third marriage has ended. to a town in Central Florida,
She is wearing dirty overalls known today as Eatonville. It
and shoes that hurt her feet. was the first town made all
Tired and hungry, she wel- out of colored people. Jody incomes the dish ~of rice and tended to be king in this town
kind talk her friend Pheoby and Janie, his queen.
has brought her.
What she finds, to the conTh~y talk about Janie's traty,isthecrownonherhead
childhood with her grand- is an old rag and there's not
mother and the white family much movement on a pedeswhoraisedher.Astheskyput· tal. Shecouldn'tdecidewhich
on darker clothes around was worse: Spilling sweat in a
them, Janie talked about her loveless arrangement or being
three husbands: Logan and dangled in front of a town as a
his 60 acres, Jody "I god!" mindless ornament.
Starks and Tea Cake.
· It is shorty after Jody's unWorried about Janie's - fortunate passing that Janie
quality of life, Janie's grand- meets Tea Cake. This is where

J.·-

•

•
•
•

..
•
•

•

Janie begins to discover both condition of African-Ameriher blackness and woman- cans at this period in history.
hood. Janie's and Tea. Cake's Hurston grew up in Eatonville,
marriage end tragically but a town governed by ,and for
somehow it does not leave the black people. She had no need
reader unsatisfied.
for protest or black awareness.
The reader and Pheoby, the She had already lived it.
-hearers of this tale, learn what
She does not move Janie
Janie has learned. "Two things away from her blackness to
everybody's got tuh do fuh find herself. She instead takes
theyselves. They got tuh go her deeper and deeper into it.
tuh God, and they got tuh find Janie ~merges as a .strong,
out about livin'
fuh
theyselves."
This novel is
not of the social
commentary_
brand · being ·
written
by
black writers in
1937 when
"Their Eyes"
was first published.
If Hursto·n
felt any bitterness or shame .
about
her
black culture,
she did not express it here .
Janieisnotfull
. of sorrow. She
is full of charm.
There are no
lynch mobs,
there are frontporch talks.
Thisisnotto ·'1'ht1J;lsnoi::moloNm~!rni:rortl!ttH~ mtitrnm tt.iirnne>hAt!~~w~1k~i·
say that Hur- .
Harper & Row
st~n is unreal- "TheirEyes"bringsHwston Fame.
istic about the
'.J'
i

_

intelligent, ve:ry black woman.
Critics of 'Their Eyes" have
raised questions as to whether
Janie actually finds her voice.
They say that in certain key
passages Hurston uses the
frame of the novel to give only
the illusion that Janie has
found it.
.Voice is a person's awareness of who they are. It is the
strength that comes only from
trial. Its authority is such that ~.
even in silence, it is unmistakable. Furthermore, the
power of speech is not found
in the abilit:,r alone, but rather
in the wisdom with which one
may choose to be silent. .
Hurston does not shout
Janie's discovery from the
mountaintops. Hurston takes
her there alone; allowing her
to know for herself just who
she is.
Janie's story is told with
high poetry. The mix of what
we know as plain English and
black dialect makes for an
interesting read.
·
"Their Eyes':' is so rich that
its full message can hardly be
got in a casual reading. The
reader[s] must immerse
[themselves] in it and allow it
to take hold of [them]."
All the characters in Hurston's novels are people whom
she has known. Jody Starks,
for example, is the fictional·
counterpart to Joe Clarke,
See Hurston page 9

Rush week brings many 'Greek hopefuls' to.campus
•

•

ences and festive activities.
Attend a fraternity I sorority
,
The Greeks of the 20th "rush" party.
century are dedicated to these
You try to obtain a bid from
"The roots of education ideals too, especially the fes- a standing brother or sister of
the fraternity I sorority. If you
are bitter, but the fruit is tive part .
"Rush
Week"
signals
the
are good at sports and re- .
sweet."
start of Greek activities on semble Tom Cruise, you11 be
-ARISTOTLE
campus. It is a time when in big demand.
young
"Greek hopefuls" atYou see,_the fraternities/
n the fifth century B. C, the
tempt
to
join
the
exclusive
lesororities
play each other in
world saw the rise of the
sports
gions
of
Greek
men
and
during
the year, and
Greek civilization. It was full
women.
You
try
to
·
become
a
it's
important
to recruit the
of people dedicated to higher
education, ·the arts and sci- Greek by doing the following: best specimens available. A
young "Greek wanna be" with
a soild GPA and plenty of girl·HP 17BII and
H~ 48~~
· I friends has a good chance at
: HP Business
Sc1enhfic
I being accepted.
I Consultant II
Expandable
I
There are plenty of good
I Financial
Calculator
I fraternities/ sororities on
Power-11sers-t11ke tl1e Je111I
I campu~; you're bound to find
I Calculators
witli tlie New Ht> 48SX!
I your niche in one of them. Of
I Take tl1e le11tl witlr 11 l''s /)(•st
course, you might be a real

by Mack Fly

I

•
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•

I fi11a11cial ca/c11lntors .
I . co mpll'll'
I sl'l (),
I 1:i11 .111'.· i,i1
lt ll\l'llOllS
I •l'v1l'11 11s
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
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•A lgebraic
or Rl'N
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I
I
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from getting a bid later. If you
findyourselfbeingintroduced
to a brother named Yami from
Katmando, whose major is
insect behavior, then it might
be smart to leave that rush
party and t:ry again at another one.
After meeting several
Greeks in my time, I have a
.solid respect for them.
Some people wartt to be
"Greek" because of social
opinion, others because they
enjoy the brotherhood or sis-.
terhood of a club. All of these
reasons are good enough to
rush a fraternity or sorority.
Remember: The Greek lifestyle may not be for ever;one.
(I'll see you at the "Pottery
Club" meeting this Thursday.)

i 11 l l' )',l'·l l l'l I
wit 11

(:,1ll'11l11s

c.

C om e set'
it tod.1 y.

th e m
toda y.
We !ilso stock !ill other lkwlc11 l'<td :.lt11l c.:akulawr~ .
suppl ie~ &. 11ccessorieK11s wdl 11s l lcwlcu 1'11c.: kard
la!er toner canrid~e ~.

0

I I ·a g e

It's lime To See
~ti ~!~KL!~~

INTERNATIONAL
:
I ~ Calculator & Computer ~'tJ\ 1
I it.::11
2916 Corrine Drive
o...q'b'~
I

I

I ·

non-conformnist, then maybe the "pottery club" is your
ticket.
At the rush parties, you are
escorted around to meet
brothers or sisters. If you 're a
good basketball player you
might find yourself talking to
a brother or sister who plays
on the fraternity or sorority
team. If you're- artistic, you'll
probably find yourself talking
to ~ fraternity brother who
writes horror musicals.
You have to be on your toes
because you never know
which brother is important or
which ones just show up to
look at women.
So be careful. You could offend a powerful brother or
sister who will prevent you

Orlando, 14,L 32803
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The World From
A ·Whole New
Perspective
I
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"The Hidden" springs suspense into your home
By Nick Conte

n

you find yourself bored
while watching the nightly fill
of predictable situation comedy? Well, let me tell you about
a film you probably missed at
the theater.
·
It's been out on video for
some tin\e. but I bet some of
you have never seen it. It's
called "The Hidden," and it
started "Dune" and current
"Twin peaks" actor Kyle Maclachlan and Micheal Nouri
from "Flashdance."
"The Hidden" has a great
blend of action, corned,
and soul to it.
It's got two
cool "goodguys" (Ma. ... . ..
cLachlan and
Nouri) and an
"ever changing" bad guy.
The story
unfolds when
Las Angelas
detective Tom Beck (Nouri) is
teamed with FBI agent Lloyd
Gallagher (MacLachlan) to
catch a ruthless killer. The
funny thing is this "killer" was
a normal, upstanding businessman before his violent
rampage.
After being stopped by .
force, the killer is brought to
the hospital in crttical condi-

'

tions. Once ·in his hospital
room, the "killer" walks over
to the patient lying next to him
and "exits" his old l;>ody for
this new one.
He can do this because he
is not human, but rather a
nasty-looking space snake
that can slip into and out of
bodies as he needs them.
Thus, he changes normal human beings into ruthless killers:
Once in his new body, the
"killer" continues causing the
same havoc as he did with the
first body. FBI agent Gallagher arrives at the hospital to
tell Beck that
they must
now follow
the "killer's'"
hospital suitemate, Miller.
Beck is resistant until the
news of Miller's crime
spree hits the
teletype.
"Killer" Miller
searches for a new body to
change into, and does so at a
sleazy strip joint. As Beck and
Gallagher close in on the trail
of Miller, they receive word
that a stripper named "Brenda" has stolen a Cadillac,
killed a man and left Miller's
body for dead at the strip joint.
Beck and Gallagher catch
up to Brenda at a warehouse,

•

earth. Beck thinks Gallagher
has gone bananas, until a
police inspector named
"Masterson" goes into the police department with an uzi
and starts wasting people.
"Masterson" forces Beck to
take him !O Gallagher, in-

and by now, Beck is totally on Gallagher for the "truth."
confused and demands an We learn that Gallagher had
explanation from Gallagher. died a month earlier. When
Before he can get an answer, confronted with this informaBrenda atta~ks them. They tion, Gallagher tells Beck the
shoot her repeatadly, but she killer they're chasing is from
does not go down. She escapes another world, and Gallagher
off the roof, and into another is also an alien and has been
"body."
chasing the killer for eons and
Beck finally puts the bite plans to end the killer's life on

see Hidden page 9
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"
New Line Cinemf'

"The Hidden " stars Nouri and 'Twitt Peaks'" MacLachlan ..

Death of guitarist adds tt> tragedies
by Josiah Baker

h e rock industry suffered
a great loss this week with
the death of Steve Clark.
Clark was the blond-haired
lead guitarist for the band
Def Leppard.
·
Clark died in his home in
England on Jan. 8 in his
sleep.
Clark had been reported
to repeatedly have had alcohol related problems in the
past few years.
Oddly enough, the autopsy report revealed that his
death \:Vas a result of an unfavorable mix of alcohol, valium and assorted painkillers.
Clark, a member of the
British-based hard rock ·
group best known for 1983's
Pyromania and 1987's Hysteria, was an original member of the multi-platinum
selling band.
Clark did the guitar solo
in Def Leppard's song/video
"Pour Some Sugar On Me,"
from their Hysteria album,
which was voted as M1V'sNo. 1 Video of All Time.
The group also is known
for its hit songs "Pyromania,"
"Photograph," "When You
Make Love," "Hysteria," "Armageddon It" and "~al. "
Clark's untimely death
has come as a shock to the
surviving members and is yet
another setback to the
band's row of misfortunes in

recent years. Def Leppard's
· drummer Rick Allen had his
arm severed in a car acci- ·
dent on Dec. 31, 1986.
Singer Joe Elliott _has
had continual voice prob- ·
lems recently, which has
delayed the release of the
band's next album.

Def Leppard plans to release its next album and
hopes to start its next world
tour by summertime.
Clark's .death is one of
many · during the past
de~th-plagued year in rock.
Maybe the band should be
called Death Leppard.

AWAKENINGS PG-13 2-4:30-7:20-'3:50'
ROOKIER· 2:30·10
BONFllEOFTllE YANTES R4:5S.7:30
EDWARD SCISSORHANDS PG·13"

AWAKENINGS PG-13 2-4:30-7:20-9:50'
GODFAlHER ID R2:30-6:10-9:10'
NOT WITHOUT MY DAUGHTER! PG-13
2:15-4:4().7:15·9:45
KINDERGARTEN COP PG-13
2:30-4:5(). 7:30-9:50
3 MEN AND A LITTLE LADY PG
2:10-4:45-7:30-9:45
HOME ALONE PG 2:05-4:20-7:15-9:30'
MERMAIDS PG 2:20-4:45-7-9:30
'PASSES AND SUPER TUESDAYS
SUSPENDED

2~0-4:30·7: 15-9~0

KllllERGARlEN COP PG-13
2:30-4:S0-7:S0·9:50
HOME ALONE PG 2:05-4:20·7:15·9:45'
NOTwmtOUTMY DAUGHTER!
PG·13 2:15-4:4o.7:1S.9:45
GODFATHER II R 3:10·6:10·9:10'
MISERY R 2-4:30·7:15-9:40
OANCESWTTH WOLVES PG13
1:30·5-8:45
UONHART R 2:15-4:30·7:20·9:40
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LEGAL SERVICE-S
Student Legal Service s provides
students with an assis t ance in selected areas oflaw such a s landlord/
tenant, · 'consumer, non-criminal
traffic and uncontested diss.olutions. You can receive attorney ·
consultation and repl"esentation
free of . charge to qualified students. Call 823-2538 or stop by'SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.

.,
...

Problems With?
Need?
• Landlords?
•A Will?
• Insurance?
, .. ".11.s•Ta·
•Name Change?
• Contracts?
""c(t. • U neon tested
•Police?
.,t· Dissolution?
0
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Polygram Records

Steve Clarie "Photographed "earlier in catee1:
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Tuesday, Jan. 15
Seminole Community
College exhibits the Mixed
Media Competition: AJuried
Competition through Feb. 7.
The award reception will be
at 3 p.m. Tuesday in the Fine
Arts Gallery. For more information, call 323-1450.

•

'W'ednesday,Jan. 16
The Orlando Public Library presents works by
Gere Anderson through
January. Call 425-4694 for
details.

.
•

Thursday, Jan. 17
Two -one-act spoofs by
William Einsiedel Jr. will be
performed by the Thunderball Theatrical Company at
Edgewater lligh School. Admission is free for the 7:30

•

·•

Saturday, Jan. 19
The Atlantic Center for the
Arts presents "INsideOuT,"
the 39th residency session·
for master artists. The show
is at 7:30 p.m. in New
Srpyrna
Beach.
Call
(904)427-6975.

Friday, Jan. 18
"Brown's Tune," a play by
John Peros, begins at 8 p.m.
Thursday at the Manhattan
South Black Box Theatre. The
cost is $5 for students. For
reseivations, call 851-5593.
The play "The Butler Did
It" opens at the Daytona Playhouse at 8 p.m. Adult tickets
are $9. Call (904) 255-2431.
The musical "Cabaret"
opens at 8 p.m. in the
Emma Parrish Theatre in
Titusville. Tickets cost $8$11. Call (407) 268-1125.
The comedy "Come Blow
Your Hom" opens at 8 p.m. in
the IceHouse Theatre in
Mount Dora. Student tickets
are $5. Call (904) 383-4616.

Moq.day, .Jan. 21
The Orlando/Winter Park
Camera Club exhibits
through January at the
Winter Park Public Library.
Call 628-5958 .

to take the body of Holt, and
thus the nation, as a major
stepping stone to total world
domination.
The "killer" seems to have
succeeded,aftermakingthe
transfer from Willis to Holt,
but Beck and Gallagher arrive to save the day. After
more gratuitous gun fights,
Gallagher is able to destroy
the "killer" when it's:between

bodies.
Unfortunately, Beck is
mortally wounded in the battle. The movie ends as we see
Gallagher sneak into Beck's
hospital · room. Beck is near
death. Suddenly, Beck rises
from his bed, healed, as the
doctors tend to the dead body
of Gallagher lying next t9 Beck
on the floor. This picture is
truly "A HIDDEN" gem

Sunday,Jan.20
The University Club Gallery presents "Marriage Between Realism and Abstraction," watercolors by
Maritza Elias. The free exhibit is through Jan. 30. Call
644-6149.

9

Orlando Opera Studio
concert - ~ :30 p.m., Jenkins Auditorium, Clermont.
Advance tickets are $1 for
students ..

• • •

and 9 p.m. shows. Call 8948150.

~5, 1991

Sunday,Jan.20
Rick Fay and His Big
Eight - 2-5 p.m., Chris's
House of Beef. Student
~~IWll tickets are $2.50.
AIDS Benefit Concert 3 p.m., Cathedral Church
Friday, Jan. 18
of St. Luke. Call '849-0680.
Robin and Linda William
2nd Annual Metalfest - 8 p.m., Friday Morning 4 p.m.,. Beacham Theatre.
Musicals, Tampa. Advance Advance tickets are $14. 75,
tickets are $8, day-of-show day~of-show tickets are $17.
tickets are $10. For tick~ts,
call (813) 238-8001.
Monday, Jan. 21
Saturday, Jan. 19
Don Dokken and. Every
Mother's Nightmare - 8
p.m., Visage. Advance tickets are $12, day.:of-show
tickets are $14.

Church Street Station
tapings - 8 p.m., Cheyenne
Saloon and Opera House ..
Tickets cost $14. 95.
- Compiled by Bridget
Clark
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Hidden

frompageB

tending to kill his ancient adversary. After a real bloody
shootout, the alien escapes
into the body of another cop
named Willis, who is helping
with security for a presidential candidate named Senator Holt.
The "killer" creature plans

Hurston
from page 7

Eatonville's first mayor.
Hurston was born Jan. 7,
1891, in Eatonville, Fla.. He
was the fifth of eight children
to Jon Hurston. a carpenter
and Baptist preacher, and
Lucy Potts, a former school
teac..11.er.

Other novels by Zora Hurston: "Jonah's Gourd Vine,"
"Tell My Horse," "Dust Tracks
On A Road," "Seraph On the
Suwaneee" and "Moses Man
of the Mountain."
A Jan. 25-27 festival in
Eatonville will celebrate her life
and works.
-Terri Francis

KNIGHT ROCK TOP FIVE .
for the week ending JC!! 1•• 14., 19?1

F
I
·L
M

,.

The Central Fforida Future i~ -seeking a film
critic. Knowledge of film history ~d an avid
interest in current cinema is desired. Those
interested in the position should contact Steve
Conner, Confetti/Collage editor, 823-2865, or '
drop by the office and fill out an application.

~Alt~rnative

Metal

1. "Sin"
Nine Inch Nails
2. "Enemy"
Buffalo Tom
3. "Tragedy For You"
Front 242
4. "The Love"
Daniel Ash
5. "More"
Sisters of Mercy

1. "Seasons In The Abyss"
Slayer
2. "The Eye Of Th~ Witch"
King Diamond
3. "When The Sun Burris
Red" ·
Kreatcr
4·,"Bait Raising"
Godflesh
5. "Beer Riot"
Meatlocker

The Knight Rock Schedule

Write.Us A Letterl

89.9WUCFFM

Collage is open to new ideas - whatever they may be.
So if you've got ~great idea, write to us at:
Collage, c/o The Central Florida Future,
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, FL 32816. -. ·

Alternative programming can be heard MondayThursday beginning at 11 p.m. On Saturday and Suf!.day programming begins at Midnight.

..
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BUY ANY
6" SUB OR
I
SMALL SALAD & I
GET ONE
I
I

I
I
purcliax of a m:dium driDk)
"''YA TR. I
3912 .ALAF
ACROSS FROM UCF I

·FREE
(with

.n

Not good with ariy other offer.
Offer good only at
•
~cipating locauons.
Lun1tonecouponperorder.

I .
I EXPIRES 1/22/91

I
j
I

MENU

.

~)I] :.l~li'.»!i

COLD CUT COMBO
SPICY ITALIAN
BMT

TURKEY & BHAMACON DELUXE

(pepperoni, genoa, ham, bologna)

CLUB
(roast beef. ham. turkey)

TURKEY BREAST .

ROAST BEEF
VEGETARIAN
TUNA
SEAFOOD & CRAB
SEAFOOD & LOBSTER

! ~ilJ:llU;Vi !

. HOT SUBS
· STEAK
(100% Sirloin)
rvIBATBALL
CIDCKEN BBQ
PIZZA

Ar.y sanuwich also available as a custom salad plaie.
All served wi1h yoor choice of: Arnerica11 Cheese· Onior.s ·Lettuce• Tol'7U:o.?s
Dill Rickles• Green Peppers • Biack Olives • Salt• Pepper• 011
Als-o avaifabie on rec;ue~t: Hot Pe1=p:irs, Mustard, Mayonnaise & Vinegar

3912 ALAF"'V'A
TR.
.nA.
ACROSS FROM UCF
277_3350

HOURS:
SUN-THURS 10:30am-3am
FRI-SAT 10:30am-4am

BUY ANY
:
6" SUB OR
I SMALL SALAD & I
I
GET ONE
I
:

I
I
I
j

I
I
Ij

I
I

I

FR.E E
(withpurcliaxoraam:di:imdrink)

3912 ALAFAYA TR .
~CROS~ FROM UCF f
1'\ot good with any other offer.
Offerg~ only at
. . . 1ocall'ons.
I- participating
I
Limit one c~pon per o~der.

I
L ______ _J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~--------------L-· -=--. _____;_J
.
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Lithuanians killed
while rest of world
blindly looks away

•

During this weekend of political indecision, the
Soviet Union came to a conclusion with the killing of
at least 11 Lithuanians. The 11 people were killed as
Soviet troops stopped Lithuania's main TV station
from transmitting.
Also, several hundred observers were injured as
the tanks fired at the station and troops moved in.
One observer said "Greetings to Gorbachev. This is
all your fault, people from the West."
It is implied that he was referring to the Nobel
Peace Prize awarded Soviet President Gorbachev last
year.
Perhaps that is a good issue to consider, as this
would not be a peaceful settlement. Actually, what
the Noble Peace Prize has amotinted to is a stamp
from the rest of the world to conduct business as you
would without them stepping in.
Considering the current "war" over a country that
has had its independence since World War II, it would
seem odd that we could forget Lithuania was independent before that time.
It would seem that the only timetable that is important is the jssue' of oil delivery, or politics after
1949.
The United States is considering sending help to
George Bush finally got his wish. Congress owned
the Soviet Union and its republics. Shoul<J this aid be up to their responsjbility and did what they did not
held back for such actions? I would think so.
want to do. They have debated and voted on the
As a country that goes to b~ttle to preserve free- President's exercise of his military powers in the
doms the United States should send a message to Persian Gulf. They would not declare outright war,
the Soviets that it isn't going to support -the. Soviet but they did give him the defacto right to wage war as
Union's arbitarily killing of people for being unh;:ippy he sees fit. Shades of the Gulf of Tonkin resolution.
and talking about it.
'President Bush said he believes that regardless.of
We shouldn't send funds, fuel, technology or food Congress' art ion he has the power to interject
to a country that storms in with tanks and troops American forces into combat wherever and whenever
(T&T) to stop protesters.
he sees fit. He also said that he believes the
This is especially true when the Soviet president Constitution's provision granting him the status Qf
himself has admitted there is a state of emergency. status of Commander in Chief gives him this power.
Gorbachev has· reqries.t ed and goti;en special powers This is directlv contrary to the Constitution.
from the government to attempt to hold the country
During t.h i-· dt bate. Senator Moynihan, who
together, but together with blood?
supports the continued use of sanctions pointed out
Perhaps this would not be so heinous if the Soviet that Iraq must import most things including food.
Union was not a · super power, one of the largest They have only one export. Moynihan said that even
countries in the world and asking for help from the the Iraqi currency is printed in London and without
Western World.
imports ofit they will soon have none. We could then
It is true that people are being put down all over drop billjons of Dinars into Iraq and cause economic
the world, so why would the Soviet Union be any chaos. Hyperinflation. What a \yeapon!
different?
For the past six months, as we have watched our
It shouldn't, unless it expects to receive aid, which men and women in Operation Desert Shield wait in
apparently it does, as it has implied the need is there. this Sitzkrieg, many politicians and many soldiers
Perhaps the United States can't dictate.:what should have wanted the action of war to come. Sitting in the
be done, but it can withhold our support.
infinite wasteland of desert must be very taxin·g on
With the awarding of the Noble Peace Prize, the the mind. For the soldiers, any action would seem to
Western world gave its support to Gorbachev's con- be preferable to an endless wait.
trol, and apparently the citizens of the Soviet Union
Although Hussein is an enemy easy to hate and
are aware of the stamp of approval the world has
given.
D.eaths cannot be ignored.
Double standards need' not develop. We need to
realize life is unique and can't be left to the arbitary
Today is Jan.15. If nothing miraculous · has
decisions of failing governments.
happened between now and the time this article is
published, and if reason .has still not prevailed_, it
would mean that after midnight tonight President
George Bush would have the "legal" authority to "use
©1991 lho Conni Florida flruro
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
any means" to extricate Kuwait from the Iraqi
Business Office (407) 823-2601, News Office (407) 823-2865
occupation.
Five months have passed since the eruption of this
Editor in Chief ·
crisis, andin the l~st five months, we have witnessed
Jamie Carte
world leaderstrying to be lion tamers and numerous
Managing Editor
Jennifer Offenburger diplomats playing clowns, but this has been just a
News Editor
Joelle Subourne preview of the "show" yet to begin.
· Roy Fuoco
Sports Editor
On Saturday, Congress, after only three days of
Opinion Editor
Jocelyn Jepson discussion and debate, decided to pass the resolutions
Confetti/Collage Editor
Steven M. Conner offered on behalf of President Bush. This wasn't
Copy Editor
Melissa Stoker exactly an open declaration of war, but it is enough to
Photo Editor
Michael Pohl let the president send the armed forces into combat.
Art Director
Brian M. Wente
The Bush administration has made it clear from
Production Manager
Lloyd Whitehead the beginningthatit did not believe it has an obligation
Business Manager
Thomas Negron to acquire a declaration from Congress before
Office Manager
Tracy Osterhagen committing American troops to combat, but when
Advertising Manager
Vic Kirazian Congress started getting restless and vocal about its
David J. Shoulberg role, the Bush administration decided it would be
Ad Production Manager
Armand Cimaroli advantageous to get a resolution of support. But even
Advertising Staff
Jeff Celebre then Bush did not ask Congress to vote until he had
been assured by House and Senate Republican leaders
Staff Members: SCott Beaman, Steven Bell, Bridget Clark, Anne Decker,
that he would get what he wanted.
Cindy Farrens, Jim Ferguson, Jessica Pinkman
But what happens now? The military forces and
Opinions e'Xpressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or Individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Administration, -economic sanctions are in place. President Bush has

•

Price of glory mighty expensive

ll._11

should be eliminated, war may not be the best course
of action. Many Arabs hate us since we are considered
infidels. They hate us because we bombed Tripoli,
twice entered Beirut, and, most of all, because we
support Israel.
As weird as it may seem, Saddam Hussein might
be preferable to many of them. Our armed forces' very
presence in the desert is an affront to their religious ·
faith. We could certainly bomb each and every Iraqi
city into submission. But what would be the cost?
What price Gtory?
.
The cost would be a perpetual animosity punctuated
by terrorist bomb blasts in our airports. Sanctions are
a preferable course.
I would caution President Bush that the road to
war is very wide, but the road home is but a treacherous
and narrow path. Any action against Hussein will
undoubtedly cost many American lives. In this war
of euphemisms and rhetoric, the pawns are your
friends and neighbors. Students from UCF are over there. If the war begins, theirs are the·Iives that will
be wasted on the Altar 9f Mars. If war begins, they ·
will be the ones we mourn.

-Tom DiLustro is a senior majoring in legal studies.

Time for emphasis on validity ·

Central Florida Future

or Board of Regents. Leners to the Editor must be typed, maxirrum of 300 wo~s and Include
the author's signature, major and phone nurrber. Letters are Sl!bJectto e<frting for grammar
and space and become the property of the newspape~. subject to their publication. The Central
Florida Future is a frEMt, non-profit ne~paper plillished twice weekly during the academic
year and weekly during the summer. All ~tings of the BOP are open to the public.
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-beep. successful in getting his decisions "legalized" by
both the United Nations and Congress, and by
demonstrating minimal diplomacy. He has almost
convinced the American people that he has done his
best to resolve the crisis peacefully.
The sad truth is that from the beginning, President
Bushhasputmoreemphasisonthevalidityofviolence
as opposed to diplomacy. He has also constantly
rejected any sort of negotiations, paralyzing all
chances of a diplomatic solution. Diplomacy in a
crisis situation has to be synonymous with negotiation.
Bush has certainly not used all options. If he
decides to go to war without doing so, it would mean
he had already decided to "take out" Saddam Hussain,
and the rest is just a big "show" he put on for the
audience to amuse itself with.
This would not be the first time the government of
the United States would have to spill blood in order
to ·destroy a monster of its own making. But it is a
shame how the "situational ethics" and "political
hypocrisy'' of our government leads to a situation
where the sacrifice of our people is part of the solution.

-Skayan Elahi is a freshman studying pre-law.

CORRECTION: The Jan. 1Ostaff editorial, "United States, UCF db not have budget priorities straight," should
have said the budget for the construction of the Student Center was part of the next fiscal year.
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Law-school means flood of lawyers in the area
I found out a frightening thing the other day. It advertisments for "your right tp an attorney." I fear
seems that while I was out on winter break, someone going outside because I might meet Qne of those
tried to obtain for UCF a law school.
money hungry, tort loving, legal zombies.
Not only would UCF be on par ·\\'ith the ''big"
There is a story of a small town with one attorney
Florida _schools, the Univer.sity of Florida, Florida that was starving. Then another attorney moved into .
State University, and the University ofMiami, in the that town. Within a short time, both attorneys were
field of big time, semi-pro, college football, we would among the richest citizens of that town.
UCF needs more representatives than the one
be cranking out attorneys for the big time.
While this little fable can be construed as a facile representative -that we already have to ensure the
"But," you ask, "what's wrong with bringing a few example of the Arµerican dream, and the power of the flow of money to this state w1iversity.
more people into the legal profession? After all, to be free enterprise system in'ensuringincome growth for
However; I have a major problem with the concept
an attorney is a time honored profession. And wouldn't all, I see it as symbolic of something worse.
of attorneys representing me in any legislature, be
To me, the economy of any area is enhanced by the they state or federaL To me, any member of the legal
having a law school here at UCF make my degree
that much more valuable, much as having a Division ability of that area to produce a viable product that professfon is an officer of the court, a sworn upholder
people want to buy. In simpler terms, this may be · of the court system.
lAA football team has done _already?"
Then I thought, "Well, if they are indeed a part of
Well, gentle reader, I would be inclined to agree referred to as baking a bigger pie, from which all
the court system, and if the court system is a part of
with you, if not for the fact that I have already given people m~y eventually partake.
The problem with lawyers, and their ilk, is that, the government system.of checks and balances, aren't
up a "Big Gulp day" for a football team that has not
really enhanced my degree to any great extent. If I instead of actually making the pie larger for all, their they performing illegally · by being a part of the
really want to have a degree that is that much more · work is spent in carving out larger chunks for lawmaking system, fo the legislature, as well as
valuable, I wquld work to ensure that there would be .themselves, without actually expanding the pie itself. interpreting laws, in the court system?"
Well, of course they.are, but that small fact won't
Yet another reason given for obtaining a law school
quality professors who are rewarded for their efforts .
On top of that, the notion of having an increasing at UCF is the possible expansion ofrepresentation in stop the legal profession from increasing its'
amount of attorneys in the Central Florida region is the state and national legislatures·. After all, areQ't stranglehold over our way of life, whether it be
sobering and frightening. Already I have a difficult most of those people who represent us citizens at economically, socially and politically, or, in the case
time finding a television show that doesn't have those levels generally attorneys. And, the lord knows, ofUGF, educationally.
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Putting on pants can be your favorite activity

ITh~Piet: DOc)'44 'I

equivalent, hors d'oeurveswise, of attending
nine wedding receptions. This is not natural.
One of the first things you notice when you look
at healthy aniipals in the wilderness is that
they are not spraying canned cheese into their
mouths.
Pave
into
Of course there is nothing natural about the
People often ask me: "Dave, what do you do
·old pa.i r
"food" I eat on the Think About Food All The
for entertainment?"
Time Diet, either. For example I eat "rice cakes,"
The answer is: I try on pants. It's the only
jeans.
which are obviously made from the foam pellets
real joy I have in life anymore, because I'm.on
used to protect VCRs during shipment. Also I
a diet. It's called the Think About Food All The
drink diet "shakes," similar to the ·ones that
Time Diet. The way it works is, you turn every
_Oprah Winfrey used back when she reaped
experience you have into a food fantasy. For
massive publicity by losing an amount ofweight
example, if you're watching the movie "Alien,"
equivalent to all ofSally Jessy Raphael. Instead
and you get to the part where the spaceship
of eating a regular meal, you simply drink a
crew memb~r is lying _on the table, looking
glass of skim milk mixed with a special powder
queasy, and suddenly his chest bursts open,
containing scientifically balanced chemicals·
blood flying everywhere, and out lunges this
that render your body to weak to chew.
horrible, gore dripping insect-like thing, your
Every now and then, for a major eating treat,
reaction, on the Think About Food All The
I fix myself a Weight Watchers frozen entree,
Time Diet, is, "Hey, I could sure go for some
which is a convenient product that cg.mes right
ribs!"
out of the box with most of the food already
On this diet, if you were on a commercial
eaten for you. My guess is that this happens at
jetliner seven miles in the air, and all of the
the Weight Watchers factory, which is probably .
engines exploded and you started plummeting
staffed by diet-crazed workers who grab the
toward Earth, your only thought would be:
food
as it goes by on the conveyer belts and stuff
"Damn! I could have had the lasagna!"
© 1991 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved
it into their mouths, leaving you with an entree
I got on this diet because one day several
the size of a cocktail olive, crouching in the center of
months ago my wife became possessed by demons in somewhere without my being aware of it.
Looking back, I realize I'd been ignoring the subtle yourplate, whimpering. They'reworkingonanentree
a mall and purchased a digital computerized bathroom
scale .. I have always like.d the old fashioned, signs of weight gain, such as that I had worn only one with no food at all; you'll purchase a box containing a
incompetent bathroom scale, the kind that makes a . size of pants for three straight years. They were my small frozen plastic plate, which you'll just heat up
creaking noise when you step on it, and the dial biggest pan ts. The only way I could wear my other and throw .away.
Meals like this do not leave me satisfied.
swings wildly back and forth as if the scale is trying pants would have been on my arms. But I did not
to make up its mind, and it never gives you anywhere attribute this to weight gain. I attributed it to a Meals like these leave me thinking of ways to
near the same weight twice, and if it seems to be natural weight shift that occurs as guys get older, distract the dogs so I can quietly grab a handful
registering a little on the heavy side, you can adjust . wherein your weigh.t gradually shifts to your thighs of their kibble. The only time I feel really good
is when I'm trying on pant.s. It's the highlight of
the little knob, or simply put the scale on the bathmat from other areas, such as your refrigerator.
andinstantly lose 27 pounds. You don't feel a lot of · It had not occurred to me that my pants situation my existence. I wish I'd saved my pants from
might be relateQ. to eating habits I had developed high school, so I could try them on. What I'm
pressure with a scale like that.
· But the scale my wife brought home was a very regarding foods such ~s spray cheese. This is a kind looking for is a restaurant where, when the
strict Certified Public Accountant of a scale, the kind of synthetic cheese that comes in an aerosol can, like waiter brings around the dessert cart, he also
that, in Scale College, was always studying in the shaving cream. You're supposed to make hors brings a pants cart, so I can s.elect a couple of ,
library on Friday night when the other scales were at d'oeuvres with it by squirting dainty little cheese pairs and try them on in the men's room while all the
wild parties puking their springs out. When I stood on flowers unto cracker, but I figured, hey, why slave. normal humans eat ~heesecake. But for now I'll just stay
this new scale and it informed me, within one-tenth away for as long as two seconds over a Triscuit when home, waitingfor the Big Mo;ment when I can thaw out my
of a pound, how much I weighed, my immediate you can obtain instant results by squirting the ~heese dinner (Tonight's Special: Molecule of Beef). Not that I am
reaction was that a very la,rge parasite, such as a directly into your mouth? I was going through as asking for your sympathy.
Do you plan to eat that entire Ti_c-Tac?
Doberman Pinscher, had attache~ itself to my body many as two cans a day, which is the biolOgical
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come and find out information on

1 Bedroom/1 Bath-walk to UCF. Clean, neat,

81 Subaru 2daars blue· color

student organizations!

cat O.K. Call 281-6545 $315 mo.

good condition $699
Call 381-0809

Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word

212 apt, dishwasher, fans, c/h/a, W/D, patio, by
UCF, $450. 365-7532

Pi Sigma Epsilon

WORDMASTERS 2n·9600

Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Pi Sigma Epsilon - invites you to:
Orientation Night - Jan 23 7:00 in the University Dining Room. This is the time to come see
and hear what our professional organization is
all about! B.usiness dress.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
• Congratulations.to Pat Dark and Mesh Lite for
a superior rush. Special thanks to Friends of
the Heart and all of the lovely ladies who
helped make rush a showcase event. Once
again Sig-Ep has raised the level by which Ira-·
ternities will be judged. Sororities- get ready
for a OOH week that will make you forget all
others. We're Sig-Ep and you're not!
Delta Sigma Pl
Welcome back to another semester of long
lines and frustrations. So get over your PMS
and get some PMA. Let's recruit some quality people. Absolutely no Lame-o's Uoke)

For Rent - Walk to class 3Bdr 2 1/2 Bath
Male .to share a beautiful large home in quiet
neighborhood with liberal male.
honest, clean, responsible.

townhouse pool tennis $650. 671-9957

Non smoker.

Prefer Grad Student. $300/Mo.+ 1/2 util. 321-

Room For Rent
in a 3/2 house 5 miles from UCF

$35,000 potential. Details.

Quit typing - Call Stress Alleviators Profes-

2506 eve/wknds

$200/mnth + 1/3 utilities nego. dep

(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628

sional iy

Home Typist, PC users needed.

Female to share house with same and 2 kids

RPS needed PIT package handlers from 2-

Lg 3bdrm 2 1/2 ba central a/c+h wash/dry

The only national service fraternity!!
Info meetings Wed 1/16 and Thurs 1/17 at
8pm in the S.O.L. (across from the mailboxes)
A Phi 0 lets U.B.U!I
Alpha Tau Omega
One week of school under our belts-Welcome
back everyone-are you ready-Pledges, this is

Part-time receptionist/clerk needed for law

for Peggy

firm in Ori. typing ~kills preferred. exc. opproIBM clone 286-12mhz Complete System

month includes all wash~r/dryer fenced yd

-44MB Hard Drive

National marketing firm seeks mature student

281-6400 Dan

-1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Drives

to manage on-campus promotions for top

Car pool from Kissimmee/Lake Buena V!sta

House to share washer/dryer ten~is pool call

-2MB RAM
-Clock-Calendar

companies this school year. Flexible hours

days M-F. Call Karen 396-8947

with earning potential to $2,500 per semester.

Sandy 823-5606 Mon-Fri 9:00 am-5:00 pm

-101-Keyboard

Must be organized, hardworking and money

Oviedo area

-UltraV6A Monitor (1024x760)

motivated. Call Marcy C. at (800) 592-2121,
Ext.123

Roommate For A Home
Free - furnished - with everyt:iing

Call Keith at 823-4734
Also printer $139

$225 a month - call 249-1236

Best Fund raiser On.Campus! Looking for a

South Orlando - Int. Airport

For Sale 1Carat Diamond So Ii tare i quality

fraternity, sorority or student organization that

436 E. Hoffner Ave. Bus to UCF

white color. $1500. Call Jeff 830-9106 for

wouldliketoearn$500-$1000foraoneweek

appt.

on-campus marketing project. Must be organ-

Orlando Thunder Cheerleader Tryouts

ized and hardworking. Call Marcy at (800)

January 19th 10 a.m. Beacham Theater.

592-2121, Ext. 123.

Applications at any Orange Bank. Must be 21

Female, 26, seeks mature NS M/F. 15 mins
to school. Nice house, quiet area. $250+1/2
util. 834-5053
M/F NS your own bathroom W/D pool tennis

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING

by 1/26/91 .

From the company that offers a wide selection
of genuine stones. Jostens! There is a difference; look for itl It's Academic in the University
Shoppes.

in Maitland. $300 per month call 629-6160
Amstrad Word Processor- Includes monitor,
Female roomate wanted own Bdr 240+1/3

keyboard & printer $275.00 Jeff ext 3·2651

utilities Auvers Village on 436. Aval 2/1/91

-Dr. Ashmun Brown
Angel Flight- Rush Jan 15-SC 214 & 16-AF-

{407) 351-0065.

tunity. Call· Jill at 855-3333.
Rent room/private bath 5 miles to UCF 350 a

etc, 5mi UCF. 245 +112 ut. Responsible
roomate Mor F wanted to share 2Br/2B condo

Campus Ministry, Wed. noon, room 211,
student ctr. prayin for peace, justice

Written

. 6AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

try area. 823-5084 days 365-2580 eve. Ask

need it!! Let's kick the semester off right- .

Mid-week worship, all welcome, Episcopal

& editted.

storage micro. 15 min from UCF. Quiet coun- ·

your week, make it count-Good Luck-you may
AT!lnly

typed

projects(terms, resumes, etc) Call Barbara at

Call Dan or Paul 658-0960 leave mess

$1550
Alpha Phi Omega

Fast*Professional*Accurate

Must be

Call 679-1217

Free Spri11g Break vacation in Cancun! College Tours, the nations largest and most successful spring break tour operator needs enthusiastic campus representatives. Earn a
free trip and cash. Nothing to buy-we provide
everything you need . Call 1-B00-395-4896 for
more information

GWM, 6'0, 160lbs, athletic, attractive, mascusame for fun and friendship. Reply Box

BICYCLES: Nishiki Prestige 1Ospd racer cost
$400 new sell for $200. Summit all terrain

line, enjoys sports, movies, beach, seeks

Roommate wanted. Prefer female, to share

10spd $100 like new. Mike 260-0670 leave

Attention: Excellent income for home assembly work info.

3br house with UCF male. Washer, dryer, mi-

message

504-646-1700 Dept. p307

195164, Winter Spgs, 32719

crowave, 6 miles from campus. $200 + 1/2
678-1738

Refrigerator, compact, 6 months old . Perfect
for dorm $125. Call 366-1399 after 6:00 pm

ROTC trailer. Angel Flight is a service and

Ir.ave message

social organization dedicated to environment<1:I & homeless projects. Come join the
fun! x2659

A Bahamas party crui$e $295 ! Jamaica &
A.A. meeting ev!!ry Wed. 12-1pm Bio. bldg.
room 140
NEWMAN CLUB
Prayer & discussion every Thursday night at
6:30 pm at 1he Newman Housh. Newman
Club is a social-spiritual-service student organization that is sponsor~d by Catholic
Campus Ministry. For 1)10re info. 281-4438
Hi, Internationals, welcome back. Our first
meeting is today at 7:30 pm in the student
center room 214 and our first picinic is on Jan
19 at 1Oam. Location Jay Blanchard Park. see
ya.
S.W.A.T.I The Student Wellness Advocates
Team invites you to come check us out. 1st
meeting is Wed: Jan. 16 5:00 @ Wellness
Center. Everyone welcome. Call x35841 for
more info.
The Spring Activities Fair
Wed., January 16, 199111am-2pm
on the SC green

Scholarships, grants, and aid available from
many sources\ 40 page individualized report.
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occu-

Guaranteed Call 1-800-783-4013 for information .

pancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 657-1967

Florida6days$299l Daytona$159! Panama
.City $991. Spring Break Travel 1-800-6386786.

'84 Ford Escort Wagon 40,000 miles Call
For rent-3 or 4 female students to share fur-

Yvette 679-1767

nished townhouse 3bdrs, 2 1/2 bath, fans,
pool, tennis. $750/mo. Call 351 -7020

Childcare my home Stillwater Sub-D $2.50an

Happy 21 Birthday Pamela Bowman -

hr 365-1174 HRS Lis 07F289

Januar;y 18 Love, Your Family!

'85 Volkswagen Golf $3200
Air ,amlfm/cassette

Private bedrooms for rent in

furnished

houses, $200 /month. Contact David at (407)
327-8858
1,000 2ft 2Bdr 1Bath duplex, walk to campus-

M$W wheels, etc
Call 679-6998

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING

The.ring that's always finished and polished

Your

make 'em gold, make 'em Jostens I There is a

Dodge Daytona '86 A/C stereo silver immaculate condition one owner $3950 679-0798

on the inside. Jostens I There is a difference;
loo.I< for ill It's Academic in the University
Shoppes.

colleg~

credentials.

Make 'em real,

difference; look for iii It's Academic in the ·
University.Shoppes.

private parking:12185 Diogenes Ct. Central
heat-alr well tended yard, frost free fridge

1985 Honda Interceptor 500 cc,new paint,

disposal-dishwasher-new carpet new

runs exeellent, looks great, new tires, new

Barbie, Honey!

drapes. Call after 7pm:327-0884

brakes $2000 OBO Call 380-3949 ask for

semester you said you wanted me back. I

Callum

called you everyday ~uring vacation and your

For Rent- 2 bedroom 2 bath washer & dryeravailable Feb. 1, 1991 for $435 a month at ·
Alafaya Woods Ct. Please Call 273-0131

2 Bdr 2 Bath apt washer/dryer on D~scartes
Ct. $425/mo Call 381-4240

parents are
'83 Toyota Tercel 1 owner excellent condition
45+ MPG $2400 Call X5777
'80 Chevy Malibu PS PB AC FM stereo 1
owner excellent condition,3000 x5777

Whe~e

very~ worried,

are you?

Last

Barb. They called

WP,EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0358

the police! Please meet me tonight at 9@the

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15 yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045

~!zar~e. I miss you & I rememberwhat comedy

SCA for the comedian Anthony Clark. He's
does.to you.I
Your Love Puppy Foreve!, Bret

We helped
\"1alt make a
name for
himself.
Walt took a seriuous fall as a college cheerleader_. With a
lot of determination, and a little boost from us, Walt is
making his mark as a successful financial consultant.
Give the power to overcome. Give to Easter Seals.

·v

OJ

•

•
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3 SEATS IN THE
COlLEGEOF
EDUCATION
1 SEAT IN

LIBERAL STUDIES

m
Actlvltyand service Fee

Apply at the Student
Government office or call Jason
DiBona at X2191 .

•

•

ANNOUNCING AUDITIONS FOR:

•

•

TUESDAYy JAN. 29
•

Auditions for the first annual U.C.F. Talent Showcase. - Our very own version o,f Star Search with four categories consisting of Solo Vocalists, Group Vocalists I Bands, Instrumentalists, and Dancers (group, or individual) .

•

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 30
Auditions for the B.M.O.C. competition. The search is on for U.C.F.'s Big ,M an On Campus-- our counterpart to
Miss U.C.F. .

THURSDAY, JAN. 31
Auditions for the approximately three remaining openings in the 8th Annual Miss U.C.F. Scholarship Pageant .

•

All auditions will be held on the dates indicated above beginning
at 6 pm in the Student Center Auditorium.
•

meas~
m..,..
.....,.. .. y......... ..... .. .
ri"m . . ..

ActMty aivJ SttvkeTtc

-

•

I

~

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD
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New Year's Dcly football sponsored by Bowl Inc.

Ifyou're like me, you enjoy the yearly tradition of the
New Year's Day "Bowlmania." Except I've noticed an
ugly trend creeping into this sacred day.
At first, I ignored it. I thought it was just a fly-bynight trend that would soon fade. But this year, it grew
and grew, until it overtook the games themselves.
Welcome to the BIG BUSINESS BOWL!
I used to watch the Cotton Bowl, now I watch ·the
MOBILE (Cotton) Bowl. Does this mean the game
shifts locations at halftime? How about the FEDERAL

EXTRA
FROM PAGE 16
But who are we to pass moral
judgments on the lifestyles of
the players. The very least we
should expect is that they do not
break the law.
So should Rose be elected to
the Hall of Fame?
Yes. He should not be elected
in his first year ofeligibility, but
he should eventually make it.
One reason for this is that
Rose did not do anything illegal
during his playing days. The
second reason is a simple little
conceptcalledforegiveriess. Rose

EXPRESS (Orange) Bowl? What does overnight mail question, "Who's No.1 ?" Maybe the No.1 team wasn't
delivery have to do with football? Or my favorite, the really that good. TheNCAAmustexplorethepossibility
POULLEN WEEDWACKER (Independence) BOWL of a playoff system now. Why?
•It would give us a legitimate National Champion.
- no joke. Why couldn't they just call it the Poullen
• It would control all the "money-hungry" Bowl
INDEPENDENCE BOWL? What do the people at
Poullen have in store for us next year? Maybe the sponsors from making team match-ups three weeks
before the season is over.
POULLEN CHICKEN DUNG (Citrus) Bowl?
•It would ensure that a team like the 1984 BYU
And .then, because these companies sponsor the
games, they feel a need to tum the halftime show into Cougars would have to play at least one tough game in
·
a plug for their companies. The FEDERAL EXPRESS their season.
• It would show the country how dominant the
(Orange) BOWL was the winner, hands down, for
University of Miami and Florida State University are
tackiest halftime show.
My friends really enjoyed the "Cole Porter'' tribute in postseason play. Outside the Fighting Irish, no other
(What a hip cat!), and the good part, halftime was only team would have given these guys .a game.
•Maybe the most important reason is we would see
35 minutes.. (It gave me enough time to balance my
shorter halftime shows!
checkbook, bake cookies and simonize my car.)
It's just a matter of time, folks.
The worst part is the bowl games didn't satisfy the

served his time and has to fulfill
his probation requirements.By not voting for Rose in his
first year of eligibility ~ends the
message that more should be
looked at than just playing
ability.
VotingRose into the Hall later
sends an equally important
message - that even if people
make mistakes, they should be
allowed the opportunity to
correct their mistakes.
-- If the mistakes are big
enough, those at fault should be
punished. But they should not
. be punished forever. It's a
message that should be applied
in many areas oflife.

RUGBY
FROM PAGE 16
the tri-line besieged by
teammates and opponents.
Diadone'spointafterattempt
was off line by inches,.and the
.Merewether squad maintained
a 6-4 lead.
The match came to a close as
both squads held each other in
check offensively.
"I felt maybe we didn't get
into the game until the second
half,"UCF'sJeromeLeavy said.
''Wewerenotmentallytogether .,.,;.
and needed a cooler-minded
approach to the game."

HINSON

member of the American South
Conference.
Five Running Knights scored
improving our team this year," in double figures.
Dean said. "He [Hinson] is an
"Denny helps us have a
aggressive offensiye player who balanced scoring attack," Dean
can take the ball to the basket said. ''When we do have four
and shoot from outside."
and five guys scoring in double
Hinson has complemented figures like we cdid against UTthe inside scoring of junior · Pan American, we should win."
center Ken Leeks.
Hinson' s most prolific scoring
Through 13 games, Hinsun night came ill the first game of
is second to Leeks in scoring the Tangerine Tournament,
average with 1 7 .1 ppg, when he scored33 points against
cqmpared with Leeks' 18.0.
Brandon University.
"I like to drive to the basket,
Hefollowedthatgamewitha WHAT GOES UP
espeCially against a zone team-high 24 points in a loss to . Junior guard Yolanda Rhodes scored 20 points in a losing effort
defense," Hinson said. Coach Rollins.
.
against UT-Pan American Saturday night.
Dean also ·gives me the green
"I've taken the good with the _ ·
bad since that football injury,''. ---~-------~----------
light to ·shoot the 3-pointer."
.Most recently, Hinson Hinson said. "At first I was ASC
The Running Knights play
contributed 12 points and 8 dissappointed, but I wasn't FROM PAGE 16 .
theirfirsthome conference game
rebounds to UCF's victory over going to cry about it.
Thursday night against
· · the University of Texas-Pan
Arkansas State.
"One good thing is my mom
American on Saturday.
is happier I'm not playing with 11 points. Leeks managed
The game will be broadcast
The victory was the first for football. She was always afraid seven points but Lamar's on WUCF and WBZS,. and
defense held.him to four shots. teleVised by Cablevision ..
the Running Knights as a I'd get hurt."
FROM PAGE 16

At the back doo
Wednesday Nites
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Saturday's results

Running Knights 81, Broncs 80
UCF
player
Phillips
Breunig
Leeks
Hinson
Haynes
Boles
Tormohlen
Roberson
Totals

Men's Basketball Standings
•
New Orleans
Lamar
Arkansas State

"

UCF

•

Louisiana Tech
SW Louisiana
UT Pan American

•

Conference
w
L
3
0
2
0
2
1

1

1
2
3
2

0
0

Past Results
Jan.10
Lamar 100, UCF 66
New Orleans 66, Ark. St. 51
La. Tech. 96, SW La. 88
Jan.12
UTPA 73, UCF 71
Ark. St. 68, SW La. 63
Lamar 98, Hartford es
New Orleans 72, La. Tech. 68

•
•

•

Overall

Pct

w

1.000
1.000
.667
. .500
.333
.000
.000

13
11.
10
7
10
10
3

L
2
4
5
6

6
4
10

Pct
.867
.733
.667
.538
.625
.714 .
.231

Upcoming Games
Jan.17

player
Valdez
Siller
Thomas
Charmers
Jones
Ormond
Fatheree
Wright
Totals

New Orleans
Lamar
• Arkansas St.
Louisiana Tech.
UTPA
•

UCF

SW Louisiana

0
0

1

3

L

13
11
-7
7
3

2
4
5
7

5
0

11

6

min

fg-a ft-a r a
2-2 2 1
38 8-16
6-6
29
2-4 1 8
32
6-8
2-6 6 1
4-8
34
2-4 7 8
31
6-8 4-11 2 1
15
2-5
1-2 0 2
10
0-0
0-0 2 0
11
0-2
0-2 2 0
200 30-57 15-33 28 21

f
2
2
2
4
4
1
0
2
17

tp
21
11
14
10
16
6
0
2
80

44 37 81
35 45 80

A-3,565.

Thursday's results
LAMAR 100, UCF 66

UCF (66): Phillips 6-15 O·O 13, Hinson 4-16 6-7
14, Leeks 2-4 3-4 7, Haynes 5-12 O·O 11, Denmon 1•
20-02, Boles2·20·04, Breunig 0-1 0-00. Tormohlen
1-8 6-9 8. Totals 24-65 16-23 66.
Lamar (100): Bledsoe 7-13 2·316, Browne 7-16
3-417, Reed 8-136-822, Rlce5-71-211, Bridgeman
5-140-012, Miller 0-1 0-0 0, Hatcher 0-0 0-3 0, Hall
1-4 0-2 2, Brown O·O 0-0 0, Roscoe O·O O·O 0,
McFadden 0-7 2·2 2, Glms 0·12·22, Smith 6-6 4-6
16. Totals 39·82 20·32 100.
·
Halftime: Lamar 34, UCF 19. 3-polnt goals UCF 2·14 (Phillips 1·3, Hinson 0-5, Haynes 1·3),
Lamar 2·13 (Miller 0-1, Bledsoe 0-1, Browne 0·3,
Bridgeman 2·7,, McFadden 0·1). Fouled out Tormohlen. Rebounds - UCF 42 (Leeks 12), Lamar
52 (Rice 11). Asslsts-UCF 9 (Haynes 5), Lamar 20
(Bledsoe 6). Totalfouls-UCF 24, Lamar 17. Technical fouls - None. A - 4,588.

Overall

w

tp
15
6
17
12
15
2
10
4
81

UTPA

UCF
UTPA

Louisiana Tech. at UCF
Lamar at SW Louisiana
UTPA at New Orleans

Pct
1.000
1:000
.667
.500
.500
.000
.000

f
4
2
4
4
3
3
·1
0
21

Percentages: FG .500, FT .789. 3-Polnt FG: 8-21
(Phillips 3-5, Hinson 0-4, Haynes 3-6, Tormohlen 1·3,
Breunig 1·3).

• Women's Basketball Standings
,,. _

34

32
- 35
18
17
11
200

fg-a ft-a r a
6-10
O·O 1 6
1-3
3-3 2 4
7-10
3-4 10 1
4-6 8 1
4-11
5.9
2·2 4 4
0-0 2 1
1·2
3·6
3-4 4 1
2-7
0-0· 7 2
29-58 15-19 41 20

Percentages: FG .526, FT .454. 3-Polnt FG: 5-11
(Valdez 3·5, Ormond 1-2, Siller 1-4).

Arkansas St. at UCF
Lamar at New Orleans
UTPA at SW Louisiana
Jan.19

Conference
w
L
2
0
1
0
2
1

mih
39
14

Pct
.928
.786
.636
.583
.300
.455
.000

•

•

·u pcoming Games

Lamar 96, Tx.-San Antonio 71
New Orleans 69, Ark. St. 48
La. Tech. 87, SW La. 40
Jan.12
UCF 81, UTPA 80
Ark. St. 73, SW La. 49
UNO 66, Memphis St. 59

American South Cont
Notebook
The University of Southwestern Louisiana
has gotten off to an unusually slow start. For the
first time during the reign of Coach Leon Barmore,
the Lady Techsters have dropped out of the top 20.
At the other end of the spectrum, Arkansas
State, under Coach Jerry Ann Winters, is off to

the best start in that school's history. The Lady
Indians won 1Oof their first 11 games.
In men's basketball, it appears the University of
New Orleans will be tough to beat. The Privateers
. began last week leading the ASC in scoring
defense (65.0), field go.al defense (.385), field goal
percentage (.522), 3-point field goal percentage
(.450), blocked shots (6.4) and rebound margin
(12.3).
Sophomore center Ervin Johnson leads the
conference in field percentage (.650), blocked
shots (2. 7) and rebounds (13.9).
In Lamar's victory over the University of
Texas-Pan American, the Cardinals connected on

14 3-pointers, a school record. Mike Newell,
Lamar's head coach, ranks in the top 20 among
active NCAA coaches in winhing percentage
(.693). His career mark record is 142-63.
UCF's Running Knights found out how high

Thursday's results
Past Results
jan.10

15

UTPA 73, UCF 71
UCF (71 ): Batz 1-4 0-0 2, Green 0-2 0-4 o. Loomis
2·9 3-6 7, Lincoln 2·7 0-1 4, Nunes 4-9 O·O 8, Phillips
9-20 2-3 20, Rhodes 8-16 4-8 20, Saco1-3 0-0 2,
Stowe 1-6 0-0 2. Totals 30-81 11-24 71.
UTPA (73): Abdur-Rahman 10·151·5 21, Brown
2·40·1 4, Carroll 7-12 2-4 16, Cook 0·20·1 0, Garza
1-66-88, Guerra 0-00-00, Martin 6-162-414, Muniz
1·2 O·O 2, Sap 1-4 0-0 2, Carrington 3-8 0-0 6. Totals
31-69 11 ·23 73.
Halftime: l.JTPA 33, UCF 28. 3-point goals ·UCF 0·6 (Rhodes 0-1, Stowe 0·2, Lincoln 0·2, Weaver
0-1 ), UTPA 0·2 (Cook 0·2). Fouled out-Green, Batz,
Cook. Rebounds - UCF 61 (Phillips 13), UTPA 51
(Abdur-Rahman 51. Assists - UCF 15 (Stowe 5).
UTPA 22 (Cook 8). Total fouls - UCF 29, UTPA 17.
Technical fouls - None.

Jan.17
Arkansas St. at UCF
Lamar at New Orleans
UTPA at SW Louisiana
Jan.19
Louisiana Tech. at UCF
Lamar at SW Louisiana
UTPA at New Orleans

Lamar can score at home. The Knights lost 100-66.
Lamar averages 102 points a game at home.
Over the holiday break, Lamar freshman point
guard Atiim Browne was named player of the
week.

•

•

•
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INTERCEPTED
Tommy Smith, an electrical engineering major, jumps at Keith
~~~~~~--~===============~~~~~~~=~_l_, . Boza to intercept a pass du.ring a touch football gameSunday.
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Sports

16

Running Knights split 1st 2 ASC games
Le~ks

'

slams UCF past UTPA with 5 seconds remaining

Staff Report

But UCF mounted its own comeback. Down the
stretch, Leeks led the Running Knights by scoring
six ofUCFs last eight points.
The UCF Running Knights opened their first
Five UCF players scored in double figures. In
American South Conference schedule by splitting addition to Leeks and Phillips, Anthony Haynes
scored 15 points, Denny Hinson scored 12 and
two games in Texas.
The Running Knights lost their opener to · points but had only 1 assist and committed 13
Lamar, 100-66, Thursday night whe.n they turnovers.
Anthony Haynes was also in double figures committed 32 turnovers.
In Saturday's victory, UCF cut the number of
turnovers to 19.
· see ASC page 14
UCF defeated the University of Texas-Pan ·
American Saturday night, 81-80, garnering
UCFs first conference win.
_
Freshman guard Sinua Phillips helped spark
UCF (6-6, 1-l)tovictoryover UT-Pan American.
With UCF down 80-79 and time running out,
Phillips sliced through the lane and dished the
ball off to Ken Leeks, who gave UCF the victory.
on a dunk with five seconds left on the clock.
Phillips held the Broncs' leading scorer, Gabriel
Valdez (21 points), scoreless in the final 10
minutes ·of the game. Phillips scored 15 points
and dished out six assists.
Leeks rebounded from a three-game slump to
score 1 7 points and grab 10 rebounds. With
defenses often collapsing around him at the low
post, Leeks averaged 10.6 points for the last
threegames.Heaverages19.lpointsthisseasori.
The Running Knights led by nine points at
, Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
halftime, 44-35, but the Broncs rallied in the the
Sinua Phillips, in action in an early season game, set up Ken Leeks' .
second half. They led 70-63 with 6:01 to play.
game-winning basket against UTPA Saturday night.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Shoulder lifts
Hinson to UCF
by Glenn carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

\ ,

Denny Hinson might have been a good wide receiver,
but he has also become a big addition to UCFs basketball
team this season.
Hinson is a 6-4, 200-pound freshman forward for the
Running Knights.
Ahighly recruited athlete out ofDeland High School,
Hinson almost didn't attend UCF.
He had originally intended to enroll at Florida State
University and play football.
"I had a scholarship to play wide receiver at FSU ,"
Hinson said.
"I injured my shoulder in a football game during my
senior year," he said. "That's when I decided to make
the most of basketball."
''We liked him when we saw him play during the
summer but we thought he would play football," UCF
Coach Joe Dean said. 'Then he got hurt during his
senior year in high ~chool and decided on basketball
arid UCF."
'
The Running Knights are probably thankful Hinson
decided to concentrate oh the round ball. He is one of
the keys to UCFs (7-6) start so far this season after :
posting a 7-21 mark lastyear.
"Denny and Sinua [Phillips] are two key players in

Moderation a lesson Rose
n-e ver learned

One of the qiggest sports stories iast week was Pete
Rose's release from prison. Durj.ng the week, the
controversy concerning whether he should be in the
Hall of Fame was resurrected.
With the United States possibly on the verge of war
in the Middle East, the argument seems almost trivial
by comparison. But a look of the situation reveals
important arguments that should be considered.
One ofthe main arguments for Rose beingin the Hall
is that all that should matter is what he did on the field.
I never liked Rose when I was growing up, but I
respected his ability. If his playing ability is all that
matters, there is an aspect of Rose's style of play that
can be illuminating.
·
Rose played in the 1971 All-Star game. On a play at
home plate, Rose ran over the American League catcher
Ray Fosse, who was injured on the play.A I t"h o ugh
Denny Hinson makes an impact in his freshman season. Fosse recovered and played a few more seasons, he
never regained his All-Star form.
see HINSON page 14 He is second in scoring with 17.1 points a game.
The point is Rose's inability to control himself
Although it was Ros~'s style to go all out, he could not
distinguish an exhibition performance from the real
thing. Instead of knocking Fosse over, he could have
''They executed their experience and were able fo slid. It was only an exhibition game.
by Brian Goercke
capitalize on our mental mistakes, which led to their
But Rose could not control himself. Perhaps it's
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
capture of the game," he said.
unfair to bring up that incident. But it was Rose's lack
As the first half progressed, Mereweth_er's Andrew of self-control that caused him problems. He was unable
The UCF Rugby Club opened its season by losing to Krause p1:J.t the first points on the board with a25-meter to control his gambling.
Merewether High Rugby Club, 6-4, Sunday afternoon. penalty kick.
·
More importantly, looking only at Rose's statistics
Merewether High, which is visiting from Australia,
Almost five minutes after the initial penalty kick, as a baseball player sends the wrong message.
Is composed ofvarious stand-outs from a myriad ofhigh Merewether forced UCF to commit its second penalty.
What are you going to tell the college All-American
school squads throughout Australia. Each player has Krause once again booted a penalty kick from about 15 who gets into trouble. Are you going to ignore it and say,
an average of five years experience playing rugby.
meters to add to UCFs woes. Merewether took its 6-0 "It's OK All that matters is that you play outstanding
In the first half of the match, Merewether seemed lead into halftime.
for us." ·
more alert than did UCF. · .
As the second halfbegan, UCF appeared to be more
The rule that requires voters to look beyond the
Although Merewether was physically smaller, it empowered to dictate the course ofthe game. Although statistics is important.
used its experience to dupe UCF into committing UCFheld a slight edge on field position, the Merewether
And don't argue about the rowdiness of such great
penalties and mental mistakes that proved to be the squad played wise enough to hold UCFs scoring to a players as Ty Cobb or Babe Ruth. The difference is that
minimum.
· determining factor in the match.
they did not break the law. It can be assumed that ball
"Our opponents were bigger and they phased us at
As the half progressed, UCF squad finally was able players are not perfect. Like everybody, they are going
first "Krause said. ''We put this behind us, played more to salvage a tri-score when Frank Daidone rambled to to do things that may not be quite appropriate.
'
confidently
and realized we could match them. ,,
see RUGBY page 14
see EXTRA page 14
UCFs Tom Gossard agreed.

Australian team beats UCF Rugby Clu·b
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